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A VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR SURFACE WAVES
IN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS*

By BHIMSEN K. SHIVAMOGGI (The Australian National University, Canberra)

Abstract. A variational principle for the motion of the interface between an infinitely

conducting fluid and a vacuum magnetic field is given. This variational principle not only

gives the Laplace equation governing the velocity potential and the magnetic-field poten-

tial, but also provides all the boundary conditions appropriate to the interface between an

infinitely conducting fluid and a vacuum magnetic field. However, unlike the hy-

drodynamical case, this variational principle does not have the simple physical interpreta-

tion of the stationarity of the fluid pressure + magnetic field pressure.

An expression for the pressure was used by Bateman [1] as the Lagrangian and the

equations of motion in an inviscid, incompressible fluid were derived from a variational

principle. Luke [4] showed that a simple extension of this variational principle also pro-

vides the boundary conditions appropriate to a free surface. Debnath [2, 3] reformulated

the full set of equations of motion for the surface-wave problem in magnetohydrody-

namics, and made an initial-value investigation of the two- and three-dimensional disper-

sive surface waves in an electrically conducting fluid with a free surface. It is of special

interest to consider a variational principle for the two-dimensional surface waves in mag-

netohydrodynamics, and to derive the full set of equations of motion used by Debnath [2]

and Shivamoggi [5]. The purpose of this note is to give a variational principle for the

motion of the interface between an infinitely conducting fluid and a vacuum magnetic

field. This variational principle not only gives the Laplace equation governing the velocity

potential and the magnetic-field potential, but also provides all the boundary conditions

appropriate to the interface between an infinitely conducting fluid and a vacuum magnetic

field. However, unlike the hydrodynamical case, this variational principle does not have

the simple physical interpretation of the stationarity of the fluid pressure + magnetic field

pressure.

Consider an infinitely-conducting fluid of density p subjected to a gravitational field

g = — giy and confined in the region 0 < y < h by a vacuum magnetic field H. Then the

variational principle is

SJ = <5

where

*(2 l"x

11 Jxi

L dx dt = 0 (1)

L =
fh(x, t)

(i4>l + 2 <Py + 4>t + gy) dy - Ml + dy, (2)
h(x, t) P
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where </>(x, y, t) is the velocity potential describing the motion of the fluid, il/(x, y, t) the

magnetic-field potential (i.e., H = Vi/^) and </>(x, y, t), il/(x, y, t) and h(x, t) are allowed to

vary subject to the restrictions Sep = 0, Sij/ = 0, Sh = 0 at x„ x2, tu t2 ■

Following the usual procedure in the calculus of variations, (1) gives, for small changes

Sep, Sij/ and Sh in </>, ijj and h, respectively,

SJ

+

Jh(x, 1) P

Upon integrating by parts, (3) gives

i<Pl + 2^j + - (kVx + 2<Ay) + <!>, + gy Sh
*1 (.L P Jy = h

fHx, t)

(<Px Hx + <Py d<t>y + Wt)
0

30 1 1

- (>Px Wx + <Ay tyy) dy > dxdt = 0. (3)

SJ-r 2<t>l + 2<Py + ~p Ml + "Ay) + <t>, + ̂ 5h
y = h

+ [(-K<t>x + <Py ~ K) W]y = h ~ [<£y <5</>]y = o

- [l// ^«A]v=cc~ i-hx^x + ty)

h(x, I)

[<t>xx + <t>yy) W dy +

y = h

* oo

OK* + lAyy) W dy} dx dt = 0. (4)
0 h(x, t)

First let us choose

<5/1 = 0, [<50]y=o.» = 0, [**],=». „ = 0;

since S<f> and are arbitrary otherwise, one deduces from (4),

<t>xx + <Pyy = 0, i//xx + ifryy = 0.

Then, since Sh, [^0]y = o> LS<p]y=h, [Sil/~\y=h, and [<5i/']J, = 00 may be given arbitrary indepen-

dent values, (4) gives

0 <y<h: <t>xx + 4>yy = 0, (5)

<If XX + <Ay y = 0, (6)

- K 4>x + 0y - h, = 0, (7)

-K>Px + ^y = 0, (8)

y > h

y = h

y = h

y = h: \<f>2x + \<t>) + ̂  (tyl + tyf) + 4>t + gy = 0, (9)

y = 0: <Py = 0, (10)

y = oo: \py = 0. (11)

(7) describes the kinematic condition on the velocity field at the interface. (8) describes

the constraint of frozen-in lines of force in the infinitely conducting fluid on the vacuum

magnetic field. (9) describes the force balance at the interface. (10) describes the condition
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of impenetrability of the fluid at the boundary y = 0. (11) describes the fact the vacuum

magnetic field far away from the interface must be aligned with the interface in order that

the interface remain in static equilibrium in the presence of the vacuum magnetic field.

This together with (8) implies that the interface remains a magnetic field line even in a

perturbed state.

Note, however, that this variational principle, unlike the one in the hydrodynamical

case, does not have the physical interpretation of the stationarity of the fluid pressure

+ magnetic field pressure.

The system of equations (5)-(l 1) has been used by Debnath [2] and Shivamoggi [5] to

study linearized surface waves in magnetohydrodynamics.
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